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We have heard from owners, sales teams, and users of mod2 that they often receive requests for swatch/line 

sheets of their items. 

 

Consider these scenarios: Buyers and/or Customers call, asking “Do you have this?”, “Do you have that?”, “Can 

you put together a package for me of some items you have in stock?”, “What is incoming?”, “Can you text it to 

me?”    

Customers like to see the pictures instantly with details in an email PDF or via popular apps such as WhatsApp, 

WeChat, or simple SMS text, especially if they are overseas.   

 

With the world going more mobile by the day, it would be awesome to satisfy these requests right from the 

Mod2 app on your iPhone… and now you can.  We felt the power of creating a swatch/line sheet shouldn’t be 

solely on a desktop computer.  Your sales team no longer has to call or come into the office to pick up and 

deliver swatch/line sheets.  You can now create and share swatch/line sheets with your customers instantly, 

right from the palm of your hand. 

 

Let us know your feedback on this new feature and how you will be using it within your company. 

Enjoy. 

 

 

Here’s how to create a swatch sheet / line sheet from the Mod2 App. 

 

1. Go to Inventory, Search, then type in your search filters (i.e. style#, color, in-stock only, with images 

only, etc.) 
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2. On the item list, tap on SELECT, choose the items you want to include on the swatch sheet / line sheet, 

then tap on SEND TO. 

 

3. Tap on the SWATCH SHEET option and GENERATE. (Just like in Mod2 Desktop, you have the ability to 

change the TITLE, GRID LAYOUT, and even STOCK / OTS info) 
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4. You will then see a PDF file where you have an option to SHARE it (via Message, Mail, Air Drop, etc.) or 

to PRINT it (via Air Print). 
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Here are examples of what it will look like. 

 

 


